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About This Game

The plot of the game tells us the story of a little girl who woke up in an abandoned old house. Of the memories, there is not only
one clue to her diary, which is torn and scattered throughout the dark corners of the building. In order to remember everything
and get out of imprisonment, it will be necessary to find all the leaves of the diary and not to fall into the hands of a horrible

monster wandering in gloomy corridors.

Dear diary is a 2D horor with a view from the top, the task is to illuminate the dark corners of rooms with the help of a candle
and find fragments of memories captured in the diary.

Features:
-10 dark scary levels

-Pixel graphics
- gloomy soundtrack
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diary sad. dear diary allah. dear diary dog meme. dear diary in japanese. dear diary bestie. dear diary cover. dear diary m2m

Good game, but get ready to die... a lot. Tips: Using the "L " key you can light the torches on the wall and your candle, the
zombie seems to get a little slower in the light... but nothing confirmed. Good Luck.
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